
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:

This weekend we have matches at Barrie and Cornwall on Saturday (Sep 24) and Thorold on
Sunday (Sep 25). Note that Cornwall is switching to winter hours and starting an hour later. Check
the web site for registration details.

 
There will be an RO I course at Burlington on Saturday October 1. There are 5 spots left - contact
Chuckwagon Chad for details. As usual, details are on the web site.

The usual reminder that the calendar on the web site is broken. You can still find match dates
under the Match Info / Upcoming Matches tab. 

 
Parliament has resumed - that means the clock is ticking on the countdown to handgun transfer
freezes. The week of Oct 3 is when they are able to implement the freeze. So you still have
one week to do handgun transfers and purchases.

 
Rule Review by Legendary Lawman and Serenity

 
The rifle is shot second position.  After nine rounds the shooter sets the rifle down with the action
open (the rifle has now left the shooter's hands), and moves to pick up the shotgun.  The TO calls
the shooter back saying "One more!" and the shooter returns to the rifle without shooting the
shotgun and shoots his last shot at the correct target.  What is the penalty if any?

 
Looking in the Shooters Handbook, the first rule that you will see is on page 16:

Long guns will be emptied and discarded with their barrels pointed safely downrange. This
condition may be corrected on the clock, prior to the next round being fired. 

 
You might then assume there is no penalty since the shooter did go back and correct the
situation. However, you also need to read the Shooters Handbook, page 22:

 
Staging or discarding a long gun containing a live round in the chamber (once it leaves the
shooter's hands). SDQ

 

Therefore, to decide, you need to know if the 10th round was in the chamber or just on the carrier. 
On the carrier is a no call whereas in the chamber is a Stage DQ.  Remember that if the slightest
part of the round is in the chamber, the round is in the chamber. 

 
As TO, you will have to be sure to check the chamber status - if you can't be certain before the
shooter has picked up the rifle and shot, it's a no call.  

 
 Don't forget to check out the classifieds - there are still deals to be had but things go pretty quickly
now - especially revolvers. For your reading pleasure try the SASS Cowboy Chronicles.  

 
You can support those who have the resources to fight proposed gun legislation and confiscations
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- the CCFR or the CSSA probably give the biggest bang for your buck (just my opinion). The Gun
Blog provides a lot of useful information and research, and  The  National Firearms Association is
another gun rights group.  

 

Next Matches:   Barrie & Cornwall Sep 24; Thorold Sep 25; Ottawa & Burlington (RO I
Course) Oct 1; Wentworth Oct 2

 

Details are on the OSASF Website
 Contact us here
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